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ABSTRACT
Extreme winds and complex wave fields drive upper-ocean turbulence in tropical cyclone conditions.
Motivated by Lagrangian float observations of bulk vertical velocity variance (VVV) underHurricaneGustav
(2008), upper-ocean turbulence is investigated based on large-eddy simulation (LES) of the wave-averaged
Navier–Stokes equations. To realistically capture wind- and wave-driven Langmuir turbulence (LT), the LES
model imposes the Stokes drift vector from spectral wave simulations; both the LES and wave model are
forced by the NOAA Hurricane Research Division (HRD) surface wind analysis product. Results strongly
suggest that without LT effects simulated VVV underestimates the observed VVV. LT increases the VVV,
indicating that it plays a significant role in upper-ocean turbulence dynamics. Consistent with observations,
the LES predicts a suppression of VVVnear the hurricane eye due to wind-wavemisalignment. However, this
decrease is weaker and of shorter duration than that observed, potentially due to large-scale horizontal ad-
vection not present in the LES. Both observations and simulations are consistent with a highly variable upper
ocean turbulence field beneath tropical cyclone cores. Bulk VVV, a TKE budget analysis, and anisotropy
coefficient (ratio of horizontal to vertical velocity variances) profiles all indicate that LT is suppressed to levels
closer to that of shear turbulence (ST) due to misaligned wind and wave fields. VVV approximately scales
with the directional surface layer Langmuir number. Such a scaling provides guidance for the development of
an upper-ocean boundary layer parameterization that explicitly depends on sea state.
1. Introduction
Over the past few decades, forecasts for tropical cy-
clone (TC) track have improved significantly with the
development of complex numerical models. However,
the ability to predict their strength has not progressed as
quickly (DeMaria et al. 2013). This is partially because
of the incomplete understanding of turbulent upper-
ocean mixing. Extreme winds and complex wave fields
drive upper-ocean turbulence, which entrains cooler
water from the thermocline to induce significant cooling
of the sea surface (Price 1981). Cooling, in turn, reduces
the heat fluxes that drive tropical cyclones (Bender and
Ginis 2000; Emanuel et al. 2004).
Many studies (e.g., Price et al. 1986; Large et al. 1994;
Zedler et al. 2002) have investigated the impact of
high winds on upper-ocean turbulence using one-
dimensional turbulence parameterizations. They focus
on the importance of inertially rotating wind stress on
mixing at the thermocline. Resonance between the wind
and Eulerian currents can amplify the currents and in-
crease the shear at the base of themixed layer. Typically,
there is a rightward bias in entrainment effects because
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of this resonance (Price 1981; Skyllingstad et al. 2000).
The one-dimensional parameterizations used in these
models do not explicitly include the effects of surface
gravity waves, which have been shown to play an im-
portant role in upper-ocean mixing (McWilliams et al.
1997; Li et al. 2005).
Nonbreaking ocean surface waves influence turbu-
lence through their interaction with the sheared Eulerian
currents. Specifically, the phase-averaged effects of sur-
face gravity waves lead to a net drift (Stokes drift) that
tilts vertical vorticity into the direction of wave propa-
gation, creating wind-aligned roll vortices called Lang-
muir circulations (Langmuir 1938). Craik and Leibovich
(1976), and laterMcWilliams et al. (2004), developed the
mathematical theory describing Langmuir circulations
based on wave current interactions. The spectrum of
temporal and spatial scales exhibited by Langmuir cir-
culations has characterized them as a type of turbulence
or Langmuir turbulence (LT) (McWilliams et al. 1997).
Many studies (e.g., Plueddemann et al. 1996;McWilliams
et al. 1997; Li et al. 2005; Kukulka et al. 2009; D’Asaro
et al. 2014) have shown that LT is a dominant feature of
upper-ocean turbulence. A commonmodel used to study
LT is large-eddy simulations (LES), which are based on
the Craik–Leibovich equations (Skyllingstad and Denbo
1995; McWilliams et al. 1997).
Traditional LES studies have consisted of simulating
turbulence in wind-wave equilibrium conditions utilizing
a Stokes drift profile from a monochromatic wave field
(e.g., McWilliams et al. 1997; Li et al. 2005; Polton and
Belcher 2007). However, in tropical cyclone conditions,
wind and wave fields are rapidly changing and both fields
can be significantly misaligned. Some LES studies have
investigated the effects of inertially rotating winds with
prescribedwave fields (Skyllingstad et al. 2000), LTunder
various wind and wave age equilibrium conditions
(Harcourt and D’Asaro 2008), comparison of LES with
nonstationary field observations (Kukulka et al. 2009,
2010, 2013), and wind-wave misalignment conditions
(Van Roekel et al. 2012). More recently, Sullivan et al.
(2012) investigated the importance of LT under a tropical
cyclone using a combined approach between a wave and
LES model. They found that LT was a dominant feature
of the upper ocean with significant spatial and temporal
variability. The complex Stokes drift profiles from the
spectral wave simulations resulted in significant mis-
alignment between the wind and Stokes drift at various
depths, leading to weaker LT on the left side of the storm.
The strength of the LTwas shown to be highly dependent
on the local evolution of the wind and wave state.
Over the past two decades, in situ observations under
tropical cyclones have become more frequent with
the development of profiling and Lagrangian floats.
Air-deployed profiling floats were first developed to
investigate the ocean response to tropical cyclone events
(Sanford et al. 1987; Shay et al. 1992). More recently,
Lagrangian floats have been used to measure vertical
velocities, gas concentrations, andmixed layer evolution
(D’Asaro et al. 1996; D’Asaro 2003b,a; D’Asaro and
McNeil 2007).
In this study, field measurements of mixed layer–
averaged (i.e., bulk) vertical velocity variance (VVV)
from Lagrangian floats are compared with simulated bulk
VVV from an LES model. The modeling procedure will
be similar to that of Sullivan et al. (2012) but with wind
and wave fields from Hurricane Gustav (2008). The goals
of this study are to better understand the importance of
LT under tropical cyclones, determine whether or not
wind-wavemisalignment is a critical factor for the strength
of turbulence, and to determine whether turbulence pa-
rameterizations need to explicitly incorporate waves.
2. Observations under Hurricane Gustav (2008)
Three Lagrangian floats were deployed on a line
ahead of Hurricane Gustav (2008) at approximately
1300UTC 31August 2008 by the 53rdHurricaneHunter
squadron of the U.S. Air Force Reserve. The line
spanned the storm track (Fig. 1) with one float passing
under the maximum wind (float number 50, Peak), one
passing under the eye (float number 51, Eye), and one on
the far left-hand side of the storm (float number 53,
Edge). After release from the air deployment package,
each float surfaced and telemetered its position and then
made a slow, stepped descent to about 150m, equili-
brating itself to the water and computing its density
relative to the water. A profile of dissolved O2 and N2
gas was also measured; results from the gas measure-
ments will be reported elsewhere. The floats then pro-
filed to the surface and began a ‘‘Lagrangian drift’’
(D’Asaro 2003a) by yearday 245.1 (0244 UTC 1
September) duringwhich they continuously adjusted their
density to match that of the mixed layer water (10–25m)
and opened a drogue to increase their drag. During this
time, the floats were repeatedly carried across the ac-
tively mixing layer by the turbulent eddies as shown in
Figs. 2a–c. At about yearday 245.85, the floats surfaced
and obtained another GPS position fix. For the Peak
float, velocity profiles measured by an EM-APEX float
(Sanford et al. 2011) deployed a few kilometers away
was used to interpolate the Lagrangian float position
between the fixes. For the Eye and Edge floats, the
trajectories of surface drifters deployed nearby were
used. At the end of the mission, the floats surfaced and
data were retrieved via the Iridium global satellite sys-
tem. The floats were recovered by a research vessel.
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Vertical velocity w was computed from the rate of
change of pressure for each float. A smoothed vertical
velocity variance was computed by filtering w2 with
a fourth-order low-pass Butterworth filter with a half-
power period of 9000 s. The resulting smoothed w2 es-
timates thus necessarily oscillate at the cutoff frequency
of the filter. Float trajectories nearly uniformly fill the
upper layer (Fig. 2) so that the average along these
trajectories is approximately the layer average of w2.
The large vertical velocities due to surface waves are
naturally filtered from these averages because the
pressure is constant along the Lagrangian trajectories of
surface waves. Vertical lines show 95%confidence limits
on w2. These were computed following D’Asaro (2001),
assuming that the correlation time of w2 is proportional
to (w2)0:5/h where h is the mixed layer depth computed
as twice the average value of float depth. The pro-
portionality constant is the same as that in D’Asaro
(2001), which assumes that the mixed layer turbulence
found in that data has similar statistical properties.
Buoyancy of the floats induces errors in the mea-
surement of w2 (Harcourt and D’Asaro 2010). The re-
sulting vertical motion of the float relative to the water
changes both the measured vertical velocity and causes
the mixed layer to be nonuniformly sampled. D’Asaro
et al. (2014) find vertical velocities relative to the water
of a few millimeters per second for carefully calibrated
floats. Errors in float ballasting are likely to be larger
here, with a firm upper bound of 0.01m s21. This yields
an error of about 16% in the average w2. The finite size
of the float also introduces errors by averaging smaller
turbulent eddies. We estimate this error by fitting
a universal spectral form to the vertical velocity spec-
trum for each drift and removing the component due to
finite float size (D’Asaro et al. 2014, their supplementary
material 4.2.5). The resulting correction ranges from 1.2
to 1.31. Accordingly, all estimates of average w2 are
multiplied by a factor of 1.3. During the passage of the
Eye float, there is a dramatic decrease in the vertical
velocity; the factor of 1.3 is certainly low during this
time, but this is a minor correction to a large effect.
Figure 2d displays the observed bulk VVV from the
three floats (thick lines) and the corresponding value for
u2* (dashed lines). For the Edge and Peak floats, the bulk
VVV roughly tracks with u2*. However, the Eye float
does not track with u2* after the eye of Hurricane passes
over the float. In particular, the Eye float hardly moves
at all after the eye passage, rising at about 4mms21 from
15 to the surface. When it reaches the surface, it remains
within 2m of the surface for 2500 s. In contrast, the peak
float moves across the 25-m-deep mixing layer roughly
10 times in the same period. Thus, although u2* are
roughly the same at day 245.35 for the Peak and Eye
floats, their behaviors are radically different with the
Peak float showing strong turbulent mixing and the Eye
float showing very littlemixing. The differences between
the Eye and Peak VVV far exceed the estimated 95%
confidence limits. The turbulence in the boundary layer
is thus strongly suppressed behind the eye, as is reflected
in the dramatic reduction in bulk VVV. The mechanism
for this suppression is investigated by comparing these
bulk VVV measurements with results from large-eddy
simulations.
3. Large-eddy simulations under Hurricane Gustav
(2008)
Tomodel the upper-ocean turbulence observed by the
three Lagrangian floats, an LES model was used in
concert with a wave model similar to the approach by
Sullivan et al. (2012). Unlike any previous approaches,
the LES andwavemodels are forcedwith aNOAAwind
product to realistically capture the wind and wave field
of Hurricane Gustav (2008).
a. LES model
Large-eddy simulations rely on the assumption
that small-scale turbulence generally obeys some
FIG. 1. Wind field for Hurricane Gustav at day 245.27 produced
from NOAA H*Wind. Colors represent the magnitude (m s21) of
the 10-mwind speed (jU10j). Wind vectors are overlaid on the wind
magnitude color plot. Wind vectors are scaled relative to the
maximum wind. At this time, Gustav is translating at approxi-
mately 9m s21 to the northwest. The locations of the three La-
grangian floats are indicated with colored dots with a black outline.
The Edge, Eye, and Peak floats are represented in green, blue, and
red, respectively. The black/gray lines represent the track of the
floats before/after day 245.27. Black dots represent stationary lo-
cations. The black dot with a white outline is location 409 that is
investigated in detail in section 4d.
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universal characteristics that can be parameterized.
LES models are able to resolve the large-scale,
energy-containing, turbulent motion while avoiding
the extremely high computational cost of resolving
the small dissipation-scale eddies. The LES model
filters out the subgrid eddies and parameterizes these
eddies based on the universal characteristics of tur-
bulence in the inertial subrange. The governing LES
equations, based on the equations by Craik and
Leibovich (1976), for the resolved scale motion are
(McWilliams et al. 1997)
›ui
›t
1 ijkvjuk1 ijkfj(uk1us,k)
52
›p
›xi
1
r
ro
gi1 ijkus,jvk1
›tij
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, and (2)
›ui
›xi
5 0, (3)
where the rotational form of the nonlinear advective
term in the momentum equation is used. All terms with
an overbar denote resolved variables (i.e., filtered over
the grid scale).
The index i5 (1, 2, 3) represents the three co-
ordinate directions (x, y, z), where x is east, y is north,
and z is upward. The velocity vector (u, y, w) corres-
ponds to the indexed velocity components (u1, u2, u3).
The Coriolis vector (f1, f2, f3)5 (0, 0, f ), where f is the
Coriolis parameter corresponding to a particular lati-
tude. The gravitational acceleration vector is given
by (g1, g2, g3)5 (0, 0, 2g), where g 5 9.81m s
22. The
vorticity vi is equal to ijk›uk/›xj, where ijk is the
Levi–Civita permutation tensor. The Stokes drift
vector is (us,1, us,2, us,3)5 (us, ys, 0). The pressure
term p5 (p/r0)1 0:5[(ui1 us,i)(ui1 us,i)] is a general-
ized pressure that includes the kinetic energy, which
appears when the nonlinear advective term is written in
rotational form. To capture buoyancy effects, the Bous-
sinesq approximation was used with a constant reference
density of r0. Density and temperature are linearly re-
lated through the thermal expansion coefficient
FIG. 2. Depth/time trajectories for the three floats (a) Peak (red), (b) Edge (green), and
(c) Eye (blue). Observed bulk VVV with error bars (d) for the Edge (green), Eye (blue), and
Peak (red) floats (cf. to float locations in previous figures). The thick lines are the observations
and the dashed lines are the wind stress divided by the density t/r5 u2*. The thin vertical lines
represent 95% confidence intervals.
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A constant thermal expansion coefficient of a5
23 1024 K21 is used. In reality, seawater density is
a function of temperature and salinity. As a simplifica-
tion, the temperature and salinity effects have been
combined based on the expansion coefficients and typ-
ical temperature and salinity ranges.
The subgrid-scale stresses for momentum and den-
sity are tij and trj, respectively. The subgrid-scale
fluxes are parameterized via eddy viscosities for
both momentum and temperature (i.e., nM and nT).
The subgrid-scale model is explained in detail in the
appendix.
Langmuir circulation dynamics are captured through
the Stokes drift vorticity interaction term us3v. The
irrotational shear generated by the surface waves acts to
tilt vertical vorticity perturbations into the Stokes drift
propagation direction. This leads to a series of coherent
counterrotating vortices that align roughly with the wind
(McWilliams et al. 1997).
b. Surface fluxes
The primary forcing for both the LES model and the
wave model is the 10-m atmospheric winds. NOAA’s
Hurricane Research Division (HRD) has developed
a product available for hurricane forecasters that en-
ables them to obtain realistic wind fields in near–real
time. This product is widely used by the science and
engineering communities (Powell et al. 1998). It is
referred to as H*Wind or HRD Wind. The H*Wind
project recreates a wind field from a particular tropi-
cal cyclone using all available observational data. This
includes satellite data, dropsondes, buoy measure-
ments, and measurements from hurricane eyewall–
penetrating flights. The result is a composite wind
velocity at 10-m height. The wind fields are available
at 3-h intervals throughout a tropical cyclones trans-
lation. To use the H*Wind predictions, the wind fields
are linearly interpolated between ‘‘known’’ wind
fields to provide constant realistic forcing for the wave
and LES models. A full description of the H*Wind
product is described by Powell et al. (1998), and an
example of a wind field reconstruction, using H*Wind,
from Hurricane Katrina can be seen in Powell et al.
(2010).
The driving mechanism for the LES model is the
surface momentum flux. The surface momentum flux is
parameterized via the bulk formula
t5 raCdU10jU10j , (5)
where ra is the air density, andU10 is the two-component
wind vector referenced to 10-m height. For moderate
winds below 20ms21, the drag coefficient Cd is param-
eterized using the formulation from Large and Pond
(1981), where
Cd5

0:0012 jU10j, 11m s21
(0:491 0:065jU10j)3 1023 11m s21, jU10j, 25m s21
. (6)
In high wind and misaligned wind and wave condi-
tions, the air–sea momentum flux mechanisms are
incompletely understood, and the drag coefficient is
not well constrained (Powell et al. 2003; Donelan et al.
2004; French et al. 2007; Sanford et al. 2011;
Holthuijsen et al. 2012). Following Sullivan et al. (2012),
the drag coefficient is saturated at Cd5 1:83 1023
above wind speeds of 20m s21. Field and laboratory
studies by Powell et al. (2003), Donelan et al. (2004),
and French et al. (2007) have shown that for very high
wind speeds, the drag coefficient reaches a saturated
value. Donelan et al. (2004) showed that this saturated
drag coefficient was approximately 2:33 1023, and an
ocean momentum budget analysis from Sanford et al.
(2011) showed a lower value of 1:43 1023. More re-
cently, Holthuijsen et al. (2012) investigated the
effects of wind-wave misalignment on the drag co-
efficient. They showed that the orientation of the wind
and the swell waves can influence the drag coefficient
significantly.
For all simulations, a dynamically insignificant constant
surface cooling of 25Wm22 is imposed to facilitate the
turbulence spinup from rest (McWilliams et al. 1997).
The air–sea heat flux during Hurricane Gustav (2008) is
likely larger than25Wm22; however, surface heat fluxes
contribute little to the overall cooling of the mixed layer
and to mixed layer turbulence generation under tropical
cyclones. Surface heat fluxes likely play a minor role in
driving upper-ocean turbulence because the Langmuir
stability lengthLL5Bs/(u2*us/h) is generally much larger
than h (Belcher et al. 2012) for typical forcing conditions,
even under the hurricane eye (Bs is the surface buoyancy
flux). Even imposing a significantly larger surface cooling
of 21000Wm22 results in a ratio of h/LL, 0:1, further
supporting that buoyancy forcing is a secondary factor.
The primary mechanism by which the mixed layer is
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cooled is entrainment of coolerwater from the base of the
mixed layer, accounting for over 90% of the total cooling
(Price 1981; Sullivan et al. 2012).
c. Wave forcing
To generate time-dependent wave spectra a third
generation wave model is deployed, WAVEWATCH III
(WW3) (Tolman 2009), which has been modified pre-
viously to better match with observed hurricane wave
fields (Fan et al. 2009). WW3 solves the spectral wave
action equation for the directional frequency spectra [i.e.,
F(v, u), where omega is the wave frequency and theta
denotes the wave propagation direction]. The model ac-
counts for wave dissipation due to whitecapping, wave
bottom interactions, nonlinear wave–wave interactions,
and wind input, which is driven by H*Wind.
The wave model domain spans from 188 to 318N in
latitude and from 988 to 808W in longitude to encompass
the area with the Lagrangian float observations (Fig. 1).
The latitude and longitude are spaced by 1/28 in each
direction to adequately capture the highly variables
changes around the eye of the storm.
The wave spectrum in the model is discretized into 24
direction and 40 intrinsic or relative frequencies. The
direction is linearly spaced from 0 to 2p. The frequen-
cies span from 0.0285 to 1.1726Hz with a logarithmic
spacing of fn115 1:1fn, where n is the nth frequency. The
intrinsic frequency is related to the wavenumber
through the dispersion relation for deep-water waves.
Above a frequency of 1.1726Hz, an empirical spectral
tail, which decays with a slope of k24, is applied to ac-
count for short waves that are not resolved by themodel.
The spectral tail accounts for an additional 22 frequen-
cies, resulting in 62 total frequencies.
The wind forcing from H*Wind is interpolated using
‘‘normalized interpolations’’ (Fan et al. 2009) between
the 3-h spaced H*Wind wind fields to obtain the 30-min
wind fields. The wave simulation uses a time step of
300 s. This transient wind field then drives the wave
model and produces the time- and space-dependent
wave spectrum F(v, u). The wave spectra are then
used to calculate the Stokes drift profiles via
us(z)5 2
ð‘
0
ðp
2p
kvF(v, u)e2jkjz dudv , (7)
which is from Kenyon (1969).
To match the dynamic time step of the LES model to
the fixed time step for the Stokes drift profiles and wind
forcing, a simple linear interpolation is used.
d. LES setup
For all simulations, a domain of (Lx, Ly, Lz)5 (300,
300, 120)m is used with a total of (Nx, Ny, Nz)5 (256,
256, 228) grid points. This corresponds to horizontal
resolutionsDx andDy of 1.17m, and a vertical resolution
Dz of 0.52m with a grid anisotropy ratio of 2.23. Sensi-
tivity tests of grid resolution and domain size have
shown that the chosen configuration adequately cap-
tures the turbulence.
The initial upper-ocean density structure for the simu-
lations is determined from in situmeasurements. The three
Lagrangian floats were designed with a vertical profiling
mode to allow them tomeasure the ocean state before and
after the storm passes. Before the floats were in Lagrang-
ian drift mode (days 245.1 to 245.6), they were able to take
vertical profiles of salinity, temperature, and various gas
concentrations. Figure 3 shows the initial potential density
profiles (solid) from the three floats as well as the initial
profiles used for the Lagrangian float simulations (dashed)
that are used as initial conditions. The mixed layer and
density gradient are estimated based on the observations.
To initialize the transient simulations, first stationary
simulations are generated for each individual case. Each
simulation is run with the wind, wave, and initial density
profiles for multiple eddy turnover times (h/u*) or until
stationary turbulent statistics are reached. Themixed layer
depth h is defined as the depth of the maximum density
gradient. At this point, the turbulent fields from the sta-
tionary simulations are used to initialize the transient
simulations. This includes the fields of velocity, tempera-
ture, generalized pressure, and subgrid-scale (SGS) tur-
bulent kinetic energy. The time-varying wind and Stokes
drift profiles are applied to the LES simulations to force
the turbulence. The simulations are run for approximately
12 physical hours for the Lagrangian floats simulations and
37 physical hours for the stationary locations. To examine
the importance of the wave field on the turbulence in the
upper ocean, simulations are run with and without the
Stokes drift. These cases will be referred to as Langmuir
turbulence (LT) and shear turbulence (ST), respectively.
e. Simulated locations
Study locations were chosen perpendicular to the
translation direction of Gustav to best understand the
spatial variability of the turbulence across the track of
Gustav. Gustav passed from the southeast to the
northwest (Fig. 1). Nine stationary locations and three
Lagrangian float ‘‘locations’’ are chosen (Fig. 1). To
simulate the turbulence at each stationary location, local
wind and wave forcing is imposed.
To determine space- and time-dependent forcing con-
ditions for the Lagrangian floats, we interpolate the wind
and wave forcing depending on the float location. This
provides realistic forcing that each of the floats were ex-
periencing as they drifted with the mean currents. The
interpolated 10-m wind speed, the significant wave
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height, and the wind direction for the Edge (green), Eye
(blue), and Peak (red) floats are displayed in Fig. 4. The
misalignment angle uww between the wind direction and
the Stokes drift direction at various depths,
cos[uww(t, z)]5
U10(t)  us(t, z)
jU10(t)jjus(t, z)j
, (8)
highlights the directional variability in the Stokes drift
profile with depth (Fig. 5).
The Edge float (Fig. 4, green), to the left of Gustav’s
eye, experiences relatively constant wind forcing
throughout the Lagrangian measurement period (days
245.1 to 245.6). Throughout this time, the wind direction
at the Edge float changed by 908. The significant wave
FIG. 3. Potential density profiles for the three floats (solid) and the initial density profiles used in
the LES model (dashed). Profiles were taken at day 245.083.
FIG. 4. Forcing conditions for the three Lagrangian floats and location 409: (top) the mag-
nitude of the 10-m wind speed, (middle) the significant wave height, and (bottom) the wind
direction. The wind direction is oriented in the traditional x–y space with 08 being east. The
Edge, Eye, and Peak floats are represented in green, blue, and red. Location 409 is represented
in black. The vertical gray lines indicate the float measurement period from days 245.1 to 245.6.
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height, related to the strength of the Stokes drift,
changes from 7.5 to below 5mwhen the wind direction is
shifting. Figure 5a shows that the shift in wind direction
causes the Stokes drift profiles to become misaligned
with the wind. The Eye float (Fig. 4, blue) experiences
the most variable forcing conditions. The wind speed
reaches a peak around 45m s21 and has a rapid re-
duction around day 245.25, followed shortly by an in-
crease in the wind speed. This is due to the hurricane
translating over the float and the float moving directly
into the hurricane eye (Fig. 1). As the wind speed is
rapidly changing, the wind direction is also shifting by
1808. These rapidly changing conditions have strong ef-
fects on the significant wave height, which changes from
12.5m at day 245.2 to 5m around day 245.3. These
changes cause the Stokes drift profiles to become almost
1808misaligned with the winds (Fig. 5b). The Peak float
experiences very consistent strong forcing throughout
the 12-h observation period as indicated in Fig. 4 (red).
The wind speed reaches approximately 50ms21, and the
significant wave height reaches 15m. The wind direction
changes slowly by approximately 908. As seen at the
Edge and Eye float, the significant wave height has
a rapid drop-off as the storm passes over the Peak float.
However, the Stokes drift profiles remain relatively
aligned with the wind direction (Fig. 5c). Note that for
some locations the wind speed remains relatively con-
stant, but the wind and wave misalignment significantly
changes [e.g., station 409; compare forcing in Fig. 4
(black curves) with Fig. 5d].
4. Results
a. Comparison with observations: Sea surface density
and temperature
Sea surface density changes, which in this study are
mainly driven by salinity changes, are estimated from
the float observations in the upper 5m and compared to
simulations [top panels Fig. 6, observations are dots,
LES is black (LT) and gray (ST) lines]. As anticipated,
the largest surface density changes occur for the reso-
nant peak float location, and the weakest occur for the
off-resonant edge float location. Overall, simulations
and observations agree surprisingly well, given the
complexities of the tropical cyclone system discussed
below. For the eye float location, small surface density
FIG. 5. Misalignment angle between the wind and the Stokes drift given by Eq. (8) for the
(a) Edge float, (b) theEye float, (c) the Peak float, and (d) location 409. Themisalignment angle
is shown at the surface (black) and at depths z5 (4.74, 10, 19.47, and 59.47)m (gray: solid, dash,
dotted, and dashed–dotted). The misalignment is shown over the period of days 245.1 to 245.6.
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changes during the passing of the eye with low wind
conditions are captured in both observations and simu-
lations. LES results with LT agree better for the peak
and eye float locations, whereas the LES result without
LT agrees better at the edge location, where the LT
effect is relatively small anyways. However, a detailed
comparison between observations and LES is nontrivial
because of the uncertainties in the drag coefficient out-
lined below.
It is also interesting to compare our simulations to
observed changes in sea surface temperature (DT, bot-
tom panels, Fig. 6). Since we only model density in our
simulations, temperature changes are estimated based
on the observed density–temperature relationship.
Therefore, LES results show a similar trend as discussed
for the sea surface density change and also agree rea-
sonably with observations. Note that LES results are
consistent with the observed maximum sea surface
cooling of 28C at the peak location (right bottom panel
of Fig. 6). Sea surface temperature cooling can be en-
hanced by more than 0.38C by LT while the SST cooling
event is taking place, which may have a significant im-
pact on TC development.
b. Comparison with observations: VVV
To further assess the model performance, mixed
layer–averaged VVV, which plays a key role in vertical
mixing and transport, is compared with observations. In
particular, the importance of LT during tropical cy-
clones is assessed, and the effects of wind and wave
misalignment on the suppression of turbulence are
investigated.
The total, that is, resolved plus unresolved SGS con-
tributions, LES bulk VVV is calculated via
hw02T ih5
1
h
ð0
2h
(hw 2i1 hw0 2SGSi) dz , (9)
where h is the mixed layer depth, and subscript T rep-
resents total VVV including the subgrid-scaleVVV. The
subgrid-scale VVV is calculated under the assumption
of isotropic turbulence. It is defined as w2SGS5 2/3e,
FIG. 6. (top) Sea surface density changes (Dr) and (bottom) sea surface temperature changes (DT) for the (left) Edge, (middle) Eye, and
(right) Peak float locations; observations (dots) and simulations (solid lines) with LT (black) and without LT (gray).
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where e is the subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE). Angle brackets indicate horizontally averaged
quantities from the three-dimensional LES output.
For the Edge float, the observed bulk VVV (green)
falls between the simulation results for LT (solid black)
and ST (solid gray) (Fig. 7a). There is considerable vari-
ability in the observations, spanning between the simu-
lation results for LT and ST. Relatively constant bulk
VVV levels are expected at this location because thewind
speed is almost constant and only turns gradually (green
curves Fig. 4). The variability in the LT simulation results
is generally influenced by the strength of the Stokes drift
profile [inferred from significant wave height in Fig. 4
(green)]. The misalignment between the wind and the
Stokes drift only changes gradually and thus does not
drive the variability for the LT simulations (Fig. 5a).
The Eye float experiences the most variable forcing
conditions (blue lines Fig. 4), and, accordingly, VVV levels
are also highly variable (Fig. 7b). Before the eye of the
storm passes over the float, the observed bulk VVV level
falls in between the levels predicted with the shear and LT
simulations. However, as the storm’s eye passes over the
float around day 245.3, the observed bulk VVV suddenly
falls below the levels predicted by both the ST and LT
simulations and remains low for the rest of the measure-
ment period. The simulations capture a suppression of
turbulence, but it is not as strong or as long as observed.
Figure 8 shows the Eye float data in more detail. Be-
fore day 245.28, turbulent eddies repeatedly carry the
float across the mixed layer (Figs. 2b, 8a) and into the
underlying stratification. The float measures active en-
trainment at the bottom of the mixed layer; its density
increases below 25m (Fig. 8b, blue), and the water
coming up is heavier than the water going down
(D’Asaro 2003a). A similar pattern resumes after day
245.36 (Fig. 8b, red). Between these times, the strong
mixing stops and the float drifts upward to the surface at
a nearly steady speed of 7mms21 with little change in
density. This indicates a nearly complete absence of
turbulent mixing; the upward drift is most likely because
of a slight misballasting of the float. From days 245.31 to
245.36 (Fig. 8, green to orange), the float’s vertical ki-
netic energy and depth of mixing slowly increase, but
with no evidence of vertical entrainment. It thus appears
that the strong suppression of turbulence during and
after the eye passage is not due to stratification, and
therefore must be due to another effect.
The Peak float experiences very consistent strong
wind and wave forcing throughout the 12-h observation
period (Fig. 4, red lines). Similar to the Edge float re-
sults, the observed bulk VVV (red) falls in between the
LT (solid black) and ST (solid gray) (Fig. 7c).
The observations and LES comparisons of bulk VVV
reveal three important insights on upper-ocean turbu-
lence under tropical cyclones. First, overall (except for
the Eye float after day 245.3) the observed bulkVVV for
all three floats falls in between the Langmuir and shear
LES results. This suggests that LT is important during
tropical cyclones. Although there is considerable vari-
ability in the measurements, the observed, elevated
VVV cannot be obtained without the addition of the
Craik–Leibovich vortex force. Second, the simulations
for LT systematically overpredict the observations,
which may be because of incorrect parameterizations of
the drag coefficients in high winds and complex seas.
Third, although the simulations capture significant sup-
pression of turbulence due to surface waves (discussed
below), it is unlikely that LT alone caused the strong
FIG. 7. Bulk VVV comparison between simulations and observations for the (a) Edge, (b) Eye, and (c) Peak floats. The green, blue, and
red lines are the observations (including error bars), the solid black lines are the LES results for LT, and the solid gray lines are the LES
results for ST. The dashed black/gray lines are estimatedVVVbased on a lower saturated drag coefficient ofCd5 0:0014. The thin vertical
lines represent 95% confidence intervals.
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suppression of turbulence measured by the Eye float
after day 245.3.
c. Modeling uncertainties
1) BASIC WAVE AND LES APPROACH
Modeling uncertainties are associated with wave field
predictions and the LES model assumptions. The wave
model, based on the wave action equation, makes ap-
proximations for wave action source terms. Wave input
andwave dissipation are not well understood in complex
wind conditions typical of tropical cyclones. Neverthe-
less, the wave model has been tested previously in hur-
ricane conditions (e.g., Fan et al. 2009) and results agree
with observations. Therefore, wave field uncertainty is
unlikely to play a significant role in the errors. The LES
model employs a subgrid-scale model with turbulence
closure assumptions. However, the solution to the LES
equations is likely insensitive to the subgrid parame-
terization because the turbulence is well resolved
(greater than 85%) (Pope 2000). Domain size and grid
resolution also play an important role in the solutions
accuracy. However, sensitivity tests revealed that a large
domain size and higher spatial resolution do not signif-
icantly change the results presented here.
2) BREAKING WAVES
Breaking waves, which inject TKE near the ocean
surface (Melville 1996; Terray et al. 1996), are not ex-
plicitly captured in the modeling approach. Previous
observational studies (e.g., Terray et al. 1996) for wind-
wave equilibrium conditions indicate that the breaking
wave effect is mainly confined to the surface and does
not significantly influence the bulkmixed layer dynamics
that is the focus of this study. LES studies by Noh et al.
(2004) and Sullivan et al. (2007) suggest that breaking
waves may interrupt Langmuir circulation structure
close to the surface, but do not strongly influence bulk
VVV. Finally, it is theoretically not well understood how
to include stochastic wave breaking events in the Craik–
Leibovich equations, which have been originally derived
for turbulent motion that is significantly weaker and
slower than the motion of breaking waves. Clearly, the
breaking wave effect is an important unknown that
needs to be addressed in future studies.
When the ocean restratifies under the eye (see dis-
cussion below), the mixed layer shoals and potentially
becomes comparable in depth to the significant wave
height of approximately 5m (Fig. 4, blue line, center). If
breaking wave effects penetrate roughly to a depth
consistent with the significant wave height, this could
significantly disrupt LT structure and reduce the bulk
VVV. It is important to note that only part of the wave
spectrum, which is actively forced by the wind, con-
tributes to breaking waves and thus the penetration
depth is likely less than the significant wave height.
Furthermore, when the eye passes over the float, the
wind speed rapidly increases to above 30ms21, which
likely leads to significant breaking wave events that in-
ject bubbles into the mixed layer. Bubbles have been
shown to enhance the near-surface stratification and
suppress turbulence (Smith 1998; Gemmrich 2012).
These combined effects could lead to reduced bulk
VVV levels consistent with observations.
3) THREE-DIMENSIONAL EFFECTS
The LES approach does not capture any lateral ef-
fects, such as Ekman pumping or large-scale horizontal
FIG. 8. Detail of Eye float during eye passage. (a) Depth colored by time. (b) Potential density
against depth colored by time.
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advection. Results of observations and simulations from
Sanford et al. (2011) indicate that the ocean restratifies
below the eye due to vertical advection of the thermal
field likely due to Ekman pumping. If this stratification
suppresses upper-ocean turbulence it may contribute to
the low VVV levels observed by the Eye float after the
passing of the storm.
4) DRAG COEFFICIENT
Finally, the drag coefficient uncertainty in high wind
(Powell et al. 2003; Donelan et al. 2004) and complex
wave conditions (Holthuijsen et al. 2012) is another
important factor influencing the differences between the
observed and simulated bulk VVV. Recent analysis of
ocean momentum budgets have indicated that the drag
coefficient Cd under tropical cyclones with wind speeds
from 30 to 47m s21 is approximately 1:43 1023 (Sanford
et al. 2011). Holthuijsen et al. (2012) describe a large
range in drag coefficient, based on an analysis of
boundary layer wind profiles. They found that the ori-
entation of the wind and the swell waves can reduce the
drag coefficient to 13 1024, that is, smaller than the
value used in this study. Assuming that the bulk VVV is
proportional to the wind stress, the drag coefficient can
be estimated from the simulations. Using Cd5 0:0014
from Sanford et al. (2011) to scale our previous results,
estimated simulated bulk VVV reduces (dashed black/
gray lines in Fig. 7). Note that for this simple rough
scaling estimate, we do not change the wave fields or
rerun the LES. The LT simulations (dashed black) agree
well with observations suggesting that the drag co-
efficient at wind speeds above 30ms21 may be less than
the chosen saturated value of 0.0018. Although the
simulations results agree much better with the obser-
vations with a lower drag coefficient, the suppression
observed by the Eye float is still stronger than a lower
drag coefficient can explain. It is likely that the com-
bined effects of the modeling uncertainties could lead to
low bulk VVV levels consistent with the observations
behind the eye of Gustav. Note also that the buoyancy
entrainment, and thus the mixed layer deepening and
surface cooling, may be significantly overestimated if the
drag coefficient is lower than we estimated. However,
relative strength of buoyancy entrainment with and
without LT would be similar provided that the turbulent
Langmuir number remains approximately the same
(Grant and Belcher 2009).
A smaller wind stress estimate should also result in
smaller sea surface density changes because of the re-
duced turbulent buoyancy fluxes at themixed layer base.
A simple scaling correction of sea surface density
change for different wind stresses, similar to the scaling
of VVV above, is not straightforward to obtain because
sea surface density changes evolve dynamically. A key
quantity for such scaling relation is the buoyancy en-
trainment rate, which roughly scales as u3*/h; however,
the mixed layer depth h itself depends on the history
of the buoyancy entrainment, complicating scaling
arguments.
Given the aforementioned complexities of the tropi-
cal cyclone system and the straightforward approach
without any adjustments to enhance the agreement be-
tween observations and simulations, the comparison is
overall surprisingly good and encouraging. In particular,
the results suggest that LT plays a significant role under
tropical cyclones and critically influences upper-ocean
turbulence variability.
d. Variability of upper-ocean turbulence under
tropical cyclones due to LT
To further investigate the spatiotemporal variability of
the upper-ocean turbulence in response to complex wind
and wave conditions, the LES results for the nine fixed
locations across the track of Gustav are investigated
(Fig. 1). Before presenting the results for all locations,
a single location (location 409; Fig. 1) that highlights the
strong variability in LT is first investigated.
1) IN-DEPTH ANALYSIS OF A SINGLE LOCATION
Location 409 is located to the left of the eye of Gustav
near the radius of maximum winds. This location ex-
periences very consistent wind forcing with highly var-
iable changes in the wave field. The wind speed time
series at location 409 is almost symmetric with respect
to the time of maximum winds, at which the wind speed
is approximately 40m s21 (Fig. 4). The significant wave
height increases as the storm approaches and then
quickly subsides, similar to the forcing conditions ex-
perienced by the Peak float. The misalignment during
this period is relatively strong and persistent (Fig. 5d).
Particularly important are the surface misalignment
and the misalignment at z524:74m that contribute
significantly to the Stokes drift shear production term in
the TKE budget. As noted earlier, misalignment in the
wave field can have drastic impacts on the VVV in the
mixed layer through a countergradient production term
in the TKE budget (Van Roekel et al. 2012; Sullivan
et al. 2012).
To assess the importance of the wave field on the
VVV, the VVV (including SGS) normalized by u2* will
be investigated. The normalization removes the de-
pendence on the changes in wind stress magnitude and
allows for an investigation into the impacts of the wave
field and the changing wind direction.
From days 245.1 to 245.6, which is the dynamically
interesting time range when the wave field is rapidly
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changing, LT has significantly enhancedVVV relative to
ST, as expected [LT simulation (Fig. 9a) and ST simu-
lation (Fig. 9b)]. The ST simulation shows relatively
consistent normalized VVV levels suggesting a VVV
scaling with u2*. There is a slight reduction in the nor-
malized ST VVV level around day 245.25. This can be
attributed to the changing wind direction, which results
in adjusting upper-ocean turbulence (cf. with Fig. 4).
The LT simulation, however, shows a drastic reduction
in the normalized VVV around day 245.25. This can be
attributed to the combined effects of the changing wave
field and the misalignment between wind and wave
directions.
To assess the magnitude of the changes in normalized
VVV and determine the importance of the wave field on
the variability of the turbulence, the bulk VVV for the
LT simulation is scaled relative to the bulk VVV for the
shear simulation (Fig. 10). In spite of significant wind-
wave misalignment, waves always enhance VVV. Be-
fore day 245.25, the LT bulk VVV is twice that of the ST
bulk VVV. As Gustav’s eye passes location 409, the
wind-wave misalignment changes rapidly (Fig. 5d), so
that around day 245.25, the scaled bulk VVV decreases
from 2.25 to 1.5 very rapidly. This suggests that turbu-
lence can be suppressed by the effects of the surface
gravity waves from strong LT to a near ST regime. This
drastic wave-dependent change suggests that upper-
ocean turbulence parameterizations employed in TC
ocean models need to be dependent on the directional
wave field. To capture this significant variability, LT
must be considered.
To more fully understand these rapid changes in the
bulk VVV seen above, the horizontally averaged TKE
budgets for the ST and LT simulations are investigated.
This will provide insight into the effects of the changing
wave conditions on the turbulence. The horizontally
averaged, resolved TKE equation is
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where k5 1/2hu0iu0ii is the resolved turbulent kinetic
energy [for a more complete discussion of TKE budgets,
see, e.g., Skyllingstad et al. (2000)]. Each resolved vari-
able can be broken down into a horizontal mean and
a deviation from the mean via ui5 huii1 u0i. The angle
brackets denote horizontally averaged quantities. The
terms in Eq. (10) from left to right are the temporal rate
FIG. 9. Normalized VVV (w02/u2*) for (a) LT and (b) ST cases between days 245.1 and 245.6.
FIG. 10. Bulk VVV from the LT simulation hw02T ih, see Eq. (9),
scaled relative to the bulk VVV from the ST simulation.
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of change of resolved turbulent kinetic energy per unit
mass (per unit mass will be neglected herein for brevity),
resolved TKE Eulerian shear production, Stokes drift
shear production, resolved buoyancy flux, vertical gra-
dient of resolved vertical TKE flux, vertical gradient of
pressure work, and dissipation. Subgrid-scale terms are
denoted as SGS. Since the simulation results are well
resolved (approximately 85%), SGS terms are not ex-
plicitly included in the budgets. All subgrid-scale budget
terms, including TKE dissipation rates, are described in
the appendix.
The instantaneous TKE budget will be examined at
two specific time points for LT and ST simulations to
highlight the differences in the energetics before and
during the misalignment of the wave field. The first time
point is at day 245.115 when the wind and wave field are
relatively well aligned and the wind speed is still in-
creasing (Fig. 4, black line, top). The wind speed is ap-
proximately 30ms21 at this time, and the wind direction
has not started to shift (Fig. 4). The second time point is
at day 245.285 when the wave field is highly misaligned
and the wind direction is shifting (Fig. 4). At this time
the wind speed is approximately 35ms21.
At day 245.115, the TKE budget for the ST simulation
displays a balance between Eulerian mean shear pro-
duction and dissipation between the surface and
z/h520:25 (Fig. 11b). The divergence of vertical TKE
flux also plays a small role near the surface. Below
z/h520:25, the budget is a balance between mean
shear production, dissipation, and buoyancy flux. This is
consistent with shear-driven boundary layers. In con-
trast, the LT results in Fig. 11a display three important
distinctions from the ST result; the Stokes drift shear
production is a dominant term through the upper half of
the mixed layer, the Eulerian shear production is small
except near the surface and near the mixed layer base,
and the budgets are considerably more complex. It is
also important to note that the vertical gradient of ver-
tical TKE flux (thin gray line) is significantly enhanced
in the LT simulation relative to the ST simulation. This
is caused by Langmuir circulations increasing the verti-
cal transport of highly energetic turbulence to the base
of the mixed layer. The peak in the Eulerian shear
production near the base of the mixed layer is charac-
teristic to LT in relatively shallow ocean surface
boundary layers, where LT efficiently transports and
homogenizes horizontal momentum throughout the
mixed layer to enhance shear locally at the mixed layer
base (Kukulka et al. 2010; Grant and Belcher 2011). At
day 245.115, LT clearly plays a key role in TKE budgets.
Note that the TKE budget terms in the upper mixed
layer are consistent with earlier studies (e.g., Grant and
Belcher 2009; Kukulka et al. 2010).
In contrast to the TKE budget at day 245.115, at day
245.285, whenwind andwaves aremisaligned, theLTand
ST results are more similar to one another (Figs. 11c,d).
Below z/h520:25, both the LT and ST TKE budgets
display a dominant balance between mean shear pro-
duction and dissipation. In the region between z/h5 0 to
20:25, the Stokes drift shear production (Fig. 11c) again
plays an important role in the TKE budget for the LT
simulation. The misalignment in the wave field caused
the Stokes drift shear production to decrease signifi-
cantly. The Stokes drift shear production only pene-
trates to a depth of z/h520:25 that is much shallower
than the TKE budget displays at day 245.115. The sim-
ilarity between Figs. 11c and 11d suggests that the LT
simulation has transitioned toward a shear-driven tur-
bulence regime because of the misaligned wave field.
The Stokes drift shear production in the VKE equation
causes the reduction in theVKE; the turbulent fluxes are
misaligned with the gradients in the Stokes drift and are
essentially a countergradient production (Sullivan et al.
2012). Thus, the transient wave response to a rapidly
turning wind field determines the upper-ocean turbu-
lence characteristics under tropical cyclones.
The vertically integrated Stokes drift (black dashed–
dotted line) and the Eulerian shear (gray line) pro-
duction terms highlight the impact of the misaligned
wind and wave fields on the TKE production (Fig. 12).
Only around day 245.25, when wind and waves are
stronglymisaligned (cf. with Fig. 5), does the Stokes drift
shear production drop below the level of the Eulerian
shear production (solid black line). Interestingly, the
total TKE production for the simulations without LT
(gray lines) exceeds the one for the simulations with LT
(line with stars for LT). This is because of enhanced
shear (reduced mixing) in the simulations without LT
resulting in enhanced surface currents and elevated
surface fluxes of mechanical energy.
It is useful to investigate the alongwind, crosswind,
and vertical velocity variance profiles to diagnose LT
from ST. If the wind blows in the x direction, typical
ordering of the variances away from the surface for ST
are hu02T i. hy02T i. hw02T i and for LT are hw02T i. hu02T i. hy02T i
(McWilliams et al. 1997; Polton and Belcher 2007).
Since in the hurricane simulations the wind direction is
constantly changing, profiles of the turbulent anisotropy
coefficient (Polton and Belcher 2007) are examined,
which are defined as
Rt5
hw02T i
hu02T i1 hy02T i
. (11)
If Rt is 0.5, then the turbulence is isotropic turbulence; if
it is less than 0.5, it is shear driven; and if Rt is greater
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than 0.5, the turbulence is Langmuir driven. Figure 13
shows the turbulent anisotropy coefficient for the LT
(black curves) and ST (gray curves) simulation results at
day 245.115 (solid) and day 245.285 (dashed), corre-
sponding to the TKE budgets in Fig. 11. At day 245.115,
the profile indicates very strong LT (solid black) with Rt
approaching 0.8 at z/h520:2. In contrast, the profiles
for the ST (solid gray) show values less than 0.2. At day
245.285, the Rt profiles for LT (dashed black) indicate
that the turbulence has become more isotropic or shear
generated with a peak in Rt of 0.5. The profile for the
LT case at day 245.285 (dashed black) still indicates
some Langmuir turbulence activity (i.e., subsurface peak
around z/h520:1); however, it is significantly weaker
than before. The ST anisotropy profile (dashed gray) for
the later time point indicates strong ST with a maximum
inRt of 0.3. This result is consistent with the TKE budget
results shown above and confirms that the effects of the
misaligned wave field can change the characteristics of
the turbulence from a LT regime to a ST regime.
The horizontal cross section of vertical velocity nor-
malized by u* at the depth of maximum Rt (above
z/h520:5) for the LT and ST simulations supports the
TKE budget and Rt profile results that indicate a tran-
sition from LT to ST (Fig. 14). Normalized vertical ve-
locities are much more organized and stronger with LT
FIG. 11. TKE budget for the (a),(c) LT and (b),(d) ST cases at days (top) 245.115 and (bottom) 245.285. The thin
black dashed line represents the time rate of change of total TKE, the thick solid gray line represents the resolved
mean shear production, the thick black dashed line [in (a) and (c) only] represents the Stokes drift shear production,
the thin solid black line represents the resolved buoyancy production, the thin solid gray line represents the vertical
flux of resolved TKE, the pluses represent the vertical pressure work, and the thick solid black line represents the
dissipation. Refer to Eq. (10).
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(left panels) than without (right panels). At day 245.285,
the LT (Fig. 14c) and ST (Fig. 14d) contours indicate
that the vertical velocities are more similar with signifi-
cantly weakened LT (Fig. 14c). Although the LT is
weakened relative to results from day 25.115 (Fig. 14a),
the flow structures in Fig. 14c are more organized than
those from day 245.285 without LT (Fig. 14d), indicating
that the LT has not fully transitioned to ST, but rather
significantly weakened.
The investigation of turbulence characteristics at
a single station reveals that, first, LT always enhances
VVV levels in the mixed layer relative to ST. Second,
the wave field can influence drastic changes in bulkVVV
(Figs. 9, 10), especially in close proximity to the eye.
Finally, LT simulation results indicate that the charac-
teristics of turbulence can approach those of ST through
wind-wavemisalignment (Sullivan et al. 2012). Next, the
spatial and temporal variability of turbulence across the
track of Gustav is investigated by examining all simu-
lated locations.
2) LANGMUIR NUMBER SCALING
To obtain a broader view of the turbulence response
of the upper ocean, the results from all nine stationary
locations as well as the three float simulations will be
investigated. In particular, the interest is in how the
turbulent Langmuir number ðLat5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*/jus(0)j
q
Þ affects
the normalized bulk VVV. The turbulent Langmuir
number has traditionally been used to describe LT and
to develop scalings for vertical mixing.
The definition of the surface layer Langmuir number
from Van Roekel et al. (2012) and Harcourt and
D’Asaro (2008) is utilized here. It incorporates the
misalignment between the wind and Stokes drift as well
as the Lagrangian shear direction (Sullivan et al. 2012).
This modified Langmuir number projects the surface
stress and Stokes drift into the Lagrangian shear di-
rection, which has been shown to predict the Langmuir
circulation direction by Van Roekel et al. (2012), via
LaSL*5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u* cos(jaL2Qj)
jhusi0:2hj cos(jaL2QSj)
s
, (12)
where aL is the Lagrangian shear direction, QS is the
Stokes drift direction, and Q is the wind direction. Van
Roekel et al. (2012) provided some physical motivation
for LaSL* based on vorticity and TKE budget consider-
ations; however, it is also clear from their discussion that
it is not straightforward to relate any of the Langmuir
numbers to TKE budgets in complex seas with mis-
aligned wind and waves. The Stokes drift and Stokes
FIG. 12. Vertically integrated production terms for location 409:
Eulerian current shear production (solid lines) with LT (black) and
without LT (gray), Stokes drift shear production (dashed–dotted
line), and total shear production with LT (stars). Note that the
TKE budgets shown in Figs. 11a,b and 11c,d correspond to days
245.115 and 245.285, respectively.
FIG. 13. Turbulent anisotropy coefficientRt (Polton and Belcher
2007) at day 245.115 (solid lines) and day 245.285 (dashed lines) for
the LT (black) and ST (gray) cases.
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drift direction have been averaged over 20% of the
mixed layer as outlined by Harcourt and D’Asaro
(2008). The Lagrangian shear direction is calculated via
tan(aL)5
h›yL/›zi0:2h
h›uL/›zi0:2h
, (13)
where uL and yL are the Lagrangian velocities in the x
and y directions. Since the Lagrangian shear is a function
of z, aL is averaged over 0.2 of the mixed layer to allow
for one angle in the Langmuir number formulation. The
surface layer Langmuir number in Eq. (12) is plotted
relative to the normalized bulk VVV. Directionality is
also included in the normalized bulk VVV via
hw0 2T ih
[u* cos(aL2Q)]
2
,
which projects the friction velocity u* into the La-
grangian shear direction. The simple surface layer
Langmuir number fromHarcourt and D’Asaro (2008) is
also examined,
LaSL5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
u*
jhusi0:2hj
s
, (14)
and scaled relative to the normalized bulk VVV
hw02T ih/u2* to investigate how important the misalignment
is for the Langmuir number scaling.
Scaling the normalized bulk VVV with the modified
Langmuir number, indicate that if directionality is in-
cluded in the formulation, the results scale better
(Fig. 15). During the time of maximum misalignment
(days 245.2 to 245.4), the simple surface layer Langmuir
number has many outliers (Figs. 15a,c). Most of those
are removed when misalignment is taken into account
(Figs. 15b,d). For the beginning and end of the simula-
tions, when the wind and waves are relatively aligned,
directionality is not as important. This suggests that the
surface layer Langmuir number with directionality is an
FIG. 14. Cross sections of vertical velocity normalized by u* at days (top) 245.115 and (bottom) 245.285 for the
(a),(c) LT and (b),(d) ST simulations. Cross sections are taken at the depth of maximum anisotropy coefficient Rt
above z/h520:5.
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important parameter to parameterize LT during TCs.
Some deviations from the scalings are expected because
the simulations are fully transient where the previous
scalings from Harcourt and D’Asaro (2008) and Van
Roekel et al. (2012) have been developed with steady-
state simulation results. Note that the data before and
after the eye of Gustav passes have slight biases
(Figs. 15b,d). Before the eye passes, the data (Fig. 15b)
fall almost on top of the scalings from Van Roekel et al.
(2012). After the eye passes, the results (Fig. 15d) fall
above the scalings. One explanation for the differing
scaling results before/after Gustav passes over the lo-
cations are history effects associated with transient
forcing and differences in strongly forced and decaying
turbulence. After the wind begins to reduce, the residual
turbulence remains in the mixed layer longer than the
changing forcing.
5. Discussion and conclusions
A large-eddy simulation was utilized to model the tur-
bulence under Hurricane Gustav (2008) in an effort to
better understand the importance of LT during tropical
cyclones. A rational and straightforward approach has
been used to simulate the upper-ocean response. NOAA’s
H*Wind was used to produce the time-dependent wind
fields. WAVEWATCH III was used in concert with the
wind fields to produce a time- and space-dependent wave
field. Previous wind stress and drag coefficient parame-
terizations were used to drive the wave and LES models.
FIG. 15. (b),(d) Surface layer Langmuir number from Van Roekel et al. (2012) and the (a),(c) simple surface layer
Langmuir number from Harcourt and D’Asaro (2008) scaled relative to the bulk VVV normalized by u* or the
projected u*. All LT float simulation results (dots: Peak is red, Eye is blue, and Edge is green) and stationary sim-
ulation results are included (station 409 is black; all other colors represent the remaining stations shown in Fig. 1).
(a) and (b) show the scaling results before the eye ofGustav has passed and (c) and (d) show the scaling results after the
eye has passedover the locations.Also included are three proposed scalings fromVanRoekel et al. (2012) (black, solid
and dashed) and Harcourt and D’Asaro (2008) (gray) for the surface layer Langmuir number.
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Comparison of LES results with Lagrangian float field
observations indicate that LT plays an important role in
upper-ocean mixing. Results strongly suggest that without
LT effects simulated VVV underestimates the observed
VVV. LT increases the VVV, indicating that it plays
a significant role in upper-ocean turbulence dynamics.
Consistent with observations, the LES predicts a suppres-
sion of VVV near the hurricane eye due to wind-wave
misalignment. However, the observed suppression is
stronger and of longer duration than the simulations in-
dicate. Drag coefficient uncertainty, restratification under
the eye, and breaking waves with bubble injection could
play a role in reducing bulkVVV levels consistent with the
observed suppression. LES results agree better with ob-
servations with a lower saturated drag coefficient, sug-
gesting that the air–sea drag coefficient is relatively low in
tropical cyclone conditions. Bulk VVV, a TKE budget
analysis, and anisotropy coefficients of turbulent velocities
all indicate that LT can suppress turbulence to levels closer
to that of ST because of wave field variability.
Scaling the normalized bulk VVV versus the surface
layer Langmuir number from Harcourt and D’Asaro
(2008) and from Van Roekel et al. (2012) shows that
misalignment between wind and waves is important for
the strength of LT. The data indicate that the addition of
directionality in the surface layer Langmuir number
collapses the data closer to the scaling results from Van
Roekel et al. (2012). A more complete turbulence scal-
ing should take the effects of breaking waves into ac-
count (e.g., McWilliams et al. 2012). Furthermore, the
Lagrangian shear eddy viscositymay be a nonmonotonic
function of the turbulent Langmuir number because of
its dependence on wave age (McWilliams et al. 2014).
Investigation of temperature profile evolution reveals
that LT enhances mixed layer deepening, resulting in
larger sea surface cooling compared with ST. The dif-
ference between the simulated sea surface cooling for LT
versus ST is as much as a 0.38C difference, and cooling
occurs earlier and more rapidly with LT than ST, which
will have implications for accurately predicting tropical
cyclone strength (Emanuel et al. 2004). Note that for
other tropical cyclone systems, ocean temperature
changes could be larger than those observed here because
salinity dominantly influenced density in our study.
This work suggests that LT critically influences upper-
ocean response during tropical cyclones and must be
considered for accurate TC predictions. The surface
layer Langmuir number will provide guidance for the
development of an upper-ocean boundary layer pa-
rameterization that explicitly depends on the sea state.
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APPENDIX
Subgrid-Scale Model
The subgrid-scale fluxes are related to the resolved
scale turbulent field through an eddy viscosity for mo-
mentum nM and the strain rate tensor Sij:
tij5 nM
 
›ui
›xj
1
›uj
›xi
!
. (A1)
The eddy viscosity nM depends on the subgrid-scale
turbulent kinetic energy and the mixing length. The
eddy viscosity is
nM5 0:1le
1/2 , (A2)
where e is the subgrid-scale contribution of the turbulent
kinetic energy, and l is the mixing length. The mixing
length, based on scaling arguments, is determined by the
grid spacing of the LES model and the stability of the
boundary layer. For neutral or unstable boundary layer
conditions, the mixing length is defined by the grid res-
olution l5Ds5 (DxDyDz)1/3. However, if the boundary
layer is stable, the mixing length is defined as
l5 0:76e1/2[ag(›T/›z)]21/2. For stable stratification, the
size of eddies can be smaller than the grid spacing and
thus a more stringent mixing length has been defined
(Deardorff 1980).
The eddy viscosity for scalars (e.g., temperature) is
defined as
nT 5

11 2
l
Ds

nM . (A3)
This gives nT /nM5 1 as a lower limit when the stratifi-
cation yields very stable boundary layer conditions. An
upper limit of nT /nM5 3 is reached for a neutral or un-
stable boundary layer where scalar mixing is enhanced.
The subgrid-scale density fluxes trj are related to the
resolved scales through the subgrid-scale temperature
fluxes that are parameterized via
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tTj5 nT
›T
›xj
. (A4)
The prognostic equation for the subgrid-scale turbu-
lent kinetic energy, described by Deardorff (1973), is
defined as follows:
›e
›t
1uj
›e
›xj
5 tij
›ui
›xj
1agtTj1
›
›xj
 
2nM
›e
›xj
!
2  . (A5)
The terms in Eq. (A5), from left to right, are the
temporal rate of change of SGS TKE, advection of SGS
TKE by the resolved velocity, production of SGS TKE
by the resolved shear, SGS buoyancy production, SGS
TKEdiffusion, and dissipation. The assumption that was
made to arrive at the flux divergence term was the
downgradient diffusion assumption (Moeng 1984).
The dissipation  is modeled by
5
Ce3/2
l
, (A6)
where
C5 0:191 0:51l(DxDyDz)21/3 . (A7)
The subgrid-scale model, near the surface, is modified
to better match with Monin–Obukhov similarity theory
(Monin and Obukhov 1954; Sullivan et al. 1994; Moeng
1984; McWilliams et al. 1997).
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